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New technologies are constantly 
entering our lives. Whether we want to 
or not, we need to form positions 
about them.



Should I invest in Bitcoin, 
I think it’s not too late?



Should I give the biometric data to my 
iPhone, I mean why not?



Should I vaccinate, my neighbor told 
me something about microchips?



Should I switch to an electric car, 
doesn’t electricity here come from 
TEŠ 6 that runs on coal?



Should I eat synthetic food, I heard 
that stuff is made from plastic?



SYNTHETIC FOOD IS UNNATURAL AND UNHEALTHY
SYNTHETIC FOOD IS UNETHICAL
FARMING IS MORE ECOLOGICAL
SYNTHETIC FOOD IS CORPORATE FOOD
SYNTHETIC FOOD IS FOOD FOR POOR
SYNTHETIC FOOD IS FOOD FOR THE ELITES
...



We need information, so we 
can make informed decisions.



COW ARE YOU?



COW ARE YOU?
a civil initiative spreading information about emerging technologies



providing information about synthetic food
reaching all ages
loose organizational structure
collaboration with food experts
anyone who wants to help can join



Our projects

BIO REACTOR
CORP.
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COW ARE YOU?



meeting plate



unnatural/unhealthy



cooking relation



user flow



WHAT IS HIDDEN ON OUR PLATES?





IDs



In randomness we trust!



COW ARE YOU?



As You have heard, 
Synthetic food has many 

potential advantages
Ability to free up more land

Perhaps Cheaper to produce
Better for the environment



But...
There are also many unknowns still to investigate, discuss, 

and flesh out regarding Synthetic food. 



Some Risks Include...
It can hurt or destroy small farmers

Could lead to corporate monopolies over food
Lead to loss of diversity of food 

Risk of Culture damage 



Our focus was on investigating 
the risk of corporate control 
over Synthetic Food.



We created three projects that 
engage people in the space 
between the Golden Utopia 
and the Dystopic Nightmare of 
Sythetic food. 



Meat render no qr code



Just qr code
INTERVENTION



Just qr code



https://docs.google.com/file/d/144z1FskdyuGLezzRH6GmxbUZ0BiTegKY/preview




A Future Walk Down Breg 
Street, if Synthetic Food leads 
to Corporate Monopoly



https://docs.google.com/file/d/19rj_W7UOFZZ_6clz7idCf1Kc_NFthQ5X/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/19rj_W7UOFZZ_6clz7idCf1Kc_NFthQ5X/preview


We Believe trusting our food 
future and sovereignty into the 
hands of Corporations is a 
danger we are unwilling to risk.



COW ARE YOU?


